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Abstract
Background: Living longer has been a challenge for science, especially in recent
years. There are several lines of research that aim to provide new knowledge
that can promote the increase in human longevity. Among these lines, studies on
resting heart rate (RHR) have drawn attention because when RHR is maintained at
values close to 60 bpm, is an important factor associated with greater longevity.
Aim: To show that the low RHR is positively related to lower mortality from
cardiovascular diseases and diseases caused by other factors. Methods: A threedecade retrospective analysis was performed from the main articles in which the
relationship between resting heart rate and longevity was studied. Results: All
studies reveal that in healthy people and in patients with certain illnesses, lower
resting heart rate values provide

greater longevity. Also, studies confirm that the
practice of aerobic physical exercises performed regularly and mental relaxation are
the most effective procedures to decrease RHR in a non-pharmacological way. The
physiologic effect of reducing RHR appears to be an increase in parasympathetic
tone, especially in the case of yoga, and a decrease in intrinsic HR by mechanisms
not yet been fully understood. Conclusions: With the new results from important
studies that confirmed this new possibility of increasing longevity, health
professionals should be concerned with paying more attention to monitoring their
patients’ RHR towards interfering whenever necessary.
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How can the results of this study be used in clinical practice?
To create and apply protocols for monitoring the population can be relevant in
order to detect important changes in the resting heart rate.
Health professionals should pay attention to their patients’ resting heart rate values
because this may help preserving the health of the patient’s heart.
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Introduction

Living longer has been a challenge for the humans since
the dawn of civilization. With the scientific and technological
advances achieved, mainly from the 19th century to the
present, there is no doubt that more people live longer and
with a higher quality of life and comfort than has ever been
seen in human history1,2.
However, would the oldest person of our times be older
than the oldest person who lived many years ago? In a
hurry and without knowledge, many people would say yes!
Nevertheless, longevity is different from life expectancy.
Undoubtedly, life expectancy in all regions of our planet has
grown in the last century and continues to grow, especially
in those countries where it was very low3.
However, there is no unanimity that the maximum time
that the human being can live has changed significantly
throughout the history of humanity, because there is a strong
biological barrier limiting the homo sapiens’ life at maximum
values between 110 and 115 years2.
Carmona and Michan4 says there is a complex multifactorial
process of molecular and cellular decline with aging that
affects tissues over time, making the body increasingly fragile
and susceptible to disease and death.
Although there are countless speculations and fallacies
about increasing longevity, we can say that science is already
well aware of the multiple factors involved in prolonging and
decreasing life and know how to extract the maximum genetic
potential to reach greater longevity.
Diseases related to the cardiovascular system replaced
the causes of death, which in the past were hunger, wars and
infections, highlighting, in this context, the association of
these diseases with the significant increase in global obesity2,5.
Since the middle of the last century, the longest-lived
people have had the end of their lives determined, generally,
by cardiovascular problems or by diseases related to this
system6. This happens because childhood illnesses were
controlled, gastrointestinal infections originating from
problems of basic sanitation and poor hygiene have been
minimized and major epidemics are quickly combated by the
efficient action of science, as we have seen, recently, with the
rapid production of vaccines against Covid 197. Even cancers
have a lower prevalence of causes of death than diseases or
disorders linked to the cardiovascular system.
Therefore, although life expectancy is currently higher,
we still die from cardiovascular disease. In 2019, according
to World Health Organization8, 17 million people died from
CVDs, representing 32% of all global deaths. Of these deaths,
85% were due to heart attack and stroke.
Most of these deaths from CVD were due to ischemic heart
disease (IHD) or cerebrovascular disease. So, what to do to
control these diseases and extend our years of life?
There are several possibilities being studied by science4,
but prevention seems to be the most important factor, as it
would delay the inexorable appearance of cardiovascular
problems present in long-lived people. Yes, prevention
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seems to be the best answer and in this line of thought, there
is a possibility of living longer and healthier, which is the
maintenance of low values of resting heart rate (RHR).
RHR or baseline HR, refers to the number of heart beats
per minute at rest9. The HR is controlled by intrinsic and
extrinsic nervous systems. The intrinsic HR, in the absence
of any neurohumoral influence, is approximately 100 to
120 bpm, and under influence of the extrinsic nervous system,
the RHR depends on balance between the tonically active
sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems. In general,
under influence of the intrinsic and extrinsic nervous systems,
the RHR will be lower than the HR controlled by intrinsic
nervous system only10.
The normal range of RHR has traditionally been considered
to be between 60 and 100 bpm. According to Jensen11, one
study of U.S. National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey performed between 1999 and 2008, evaluated the
distribution of RHR in more than 35,000 individuals without
cardiovascular disease. They showed that 71 bpm (with a 2.5
percentile of 49 bpm and a 97.5 percentile of 95 bpm) was the
mean HR in men above age 40. The corresponding number
in women above 40 years of age was a mean RHR of 73 bpm
with a 95% range of 53– 97 bpm. Overall, there is a gender
difference in the magnitude of RHR so that women tend to
have higher HR compared to men.
Many years ago, Galeno said “[...] the heart and arteries
pulsate with the same rhythm, so that by one of them we can
judge them all, and the regular and slow pulse means good
health”12:157.
Really, he was right to say that the heart and all the
arteries pulsate with the same rhythm, because we know that
in healthy people this is true. However, the assertion that the
slow pulse means good health, has promoted, for many years,
many discussions due to the lack of scientific confirmation
that was relevant and conclusive13.
Therefore, it is within this context of how science views
the importance of controlling the resting heart rate and its
influence on longevity that we seek to explore this subject
and reveal the most relevant aspects of this new frontier of
knowledge and scientific discussion.
Methods

A three-decade retrospective analysis was performed from
the main articles in which the relationship between resting
heart rate and longevity was studied.
Results and discussion

Alterations in the number of heartbeats reveal metabolic
changes, ongoing infectious processes, emotional reactions,
dysfunctions or diseases, pain, heat, cold, postural changes,
respiration, drug use, and physical exercise, among many
other factors2,14.
Despite all these important interferences on HR, current
studies are concerned with the values of RHR, because it
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seems to be an important indicator of mortality and healthy
longevity 1,2,10,15,16. Large retrospective and prospective
epidemiological studies confirmed that RHR is an independent
predictor of cardiovascular mortality for all causes in men and
women with or without dysfunctional diagnoses15,17-20.
Nonetheless, a fast heart rate itself affects the cardiovascular
system in multiple ways (it increases ventricular work,
myocardial oxygen consumption, endothelial stress,
aortic/arterial stiffness and decreases myocardial oxygen
supply) which, in turn, may affect survival and longevity.
Consequently, higher HR values may contribute and affect
life expectancy21.
Ventricular work and myocardial oxygen consumption
(MVO2) are directly related to heart rate. According to
Boudoulas et al. 22 as heart rate increases, the supply of
myocardial oxygen diminishes, because the diastolic interval
time during which myocardial blood flow occurs decreases
relatively rapidly as heart rate increases.
Another important factor to consider is that the LV systole
results in a generation of pressure that travels from the root
of the aorta into the peripheral arterial circulation as a pulse
wave23. The pressure waves with each ventricular systole
produce a stress on the arterial endothelial cells. Intrinsic
repair mechanisms maintain normal endothelial function
when the applied stress is within physiologic limits. When
the stress is pathologic the intrinsic repair mechanisms
are inadequate to maintain normal endothelium, and thus
endothelial damage may occur. This may result in arterial
aging and cardiovascular disease. The faster the heart rate,
the greater the effect on the endothelium21.
How the heart plays its essential role as a pump depends
on a double function: contraction force and number of beats.
The blood pressure (BP) is related with the myocardium
contraction force and is widely studied. All health professional
is aware of the organic problems resulting from uncontrolled

systemic arterial hypertension. However, in spite of the fact
that coronary diseases and dysfunctions, such as heart failure,
are treated by means of bradycardic drugs with significant
improvements24, it is unequivocal that in the daily clinic
the numbers of beats do not receive the same attention and
importance given to the BP values.
Likewise, less credit is given to the fact that in humans,
as with other mammalian homoeothermic animals, there
may be a logic regarding a given maximum number of beats
predicted for all life.
For Levine25:1104 “[...] the question of whether human
life can be extended by cardiac slowing remains moot and
most likely will only be resolved by retrospective analyses
of large populations, future animal studies and clinical trials
using bradycardic therapy”. Although there is no evidence,
the number of heartbeats for all life of human beings seems
to be around three billion.
In mammals, which are the closest to humans, the
relationship between the life span of a given animal and the
HR values is well-established14,25,26. Those animals, whose
HR are higher, live less than those with a lower HR. Some
types of whale have between 30 and 40 bpm and can live 50
years. A blue whale, for example, which has an average of 10
bpm, can live between 80 and 90 years, while a Wistar rat,
which has around 300 bpm, lives a maximum of three years25.
This inverse semi-logarithmic relationship clearly reveals
that mammalian animals have a life span limited to values
close to 1 billion heartbeats25. Obviously, those whose HR is
higher live less than those who have a lower HR, as they reach
that total heart beats (1 billion) earlier (Figure 1).
Although the human being is an exception to the rule and
does not follow exactly this semi-logarithmic relationship,
the proposed concept that lower RHR leads to more years of
life seems to be real and is commented in all well-conducted
studies18,27,28.

Figure 1. Relationship between lifetime cardiac beats and life expectancy (years). The higher the number of heart rate of each mammal,

the lower their life expectancy. Note that the man position is outside of the line of one billion lifetime cardiac beats.
Source: Adapted from Levine25.
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Important points that support the above statement are:
a) human beings sleep for 1/3 of their lives and during
those times it is essential that they have a low RHR. For
example, a 60-year-old person spent about 20 years of
their life sleeping. It is essential that throughout that period
their heart kept lower HR values so that it has less wear
and rests more, contributing to that person’s longer life
expectancy.
Let us look at this simple calculation: a person who
maintains an average HR of 80 bpm during the eight hours
of sleep, when compared to another subject who maintains an
average HR of 60 bpm in the same eight hours, will have, in
just one night, 9.600 heartbeats more than the second subject.
Imagine the magnitude of that heart wear in a month or a year
and in the long term.
b) the lower RHR is related to caloric restriction, a technique
known as a robust method to increase longevity and delay
aging and diseases in animals and humans4. Animals
and humans when subjected to caloric restriction have a
decrease in their energy expenditure and, consequently,
require less work from the heart, decreasing RHR. “The
life span and heart rate reflects an epiphenomenon in
which heart rate is a marker of metabolic rate25:1104”.
The first studies carried out to investigate the reliability of
statements about the relationship between RHR and greater
longevity, were developed in the mid-90s of the last century.
At the beginning of the 21st century and during the first
decade of the 2000s, results emerged from robust studies,
involving a large sample and monitoring of data for decades.
These studies investigated healthy and sick people who
had heart failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) and acute myocardial infarction (AMI). In all of these
studies, there was a significant positive relationship between
the lowest RHR and the highest longevity13,17,24,29.
Were also analyzed the relationships between the
occurrence of death from any cause and deaths that occurred
in patients with AMI and the RHR values. Likewise, deaths,
in both situations, occurred more prematurely in those people
who had higher RHR18.
Diaz et al.29 studied 24.913 individuals from both sexes
who were suspected or had coronary artery disease (CAD),
aged between 42 and 55 years, whose clinical data were
accompanied for 14.7 years. Regarding these data, they
applied the Hazard index (which means the relative risk
the occurrence of a certain event as a function of time) to
correlate the RHR values the volunteers presented in the
consultations over time with the deaths (non-specific and
specific cardiovascular causes) that occurred during the study
period. They concluded that individuals who always had RHR
values below 63 bpm did not show an increase in mortality
for both specific and nonspecific conditions.
They also observed that the Hazard index for the
relationship between deaths and RHR values increased
according to the increment in RHR values (in this index,
Cardiorespir Physiother Crit Care Rehabil., 1:e42591

when the value found is greater than 1, it is understood that
there is a significant relationship between cause and effect).
The authors also found that the Hazard index reached a
value of 1.3 for the group of individuals whose RHR values
were always greater than 82bpm, concluding that deaths from
non-specific causes and deaths caused by cardiovascular
problems were significantly influenced by the higher RHR
values.
Jensen et al.13 developed another important work that
proved the influence of RHR values for increasing longevity
in Denmark. This study involved 5.249 healthy men who were
in middle age. The data were collected from 1971 to 2011. Of
the initial participants, 3.354 survived until the mid-1980s,
and 2.798 of them had enough data for a good RHR analysis.
The authors concluded that the risk of mortality in healthy
men increased by 16% with each 10bpm increase in RHR .
Specifically, they found that men who had an RHR between
71 and 80 bpm were 51% more likely to die than men with
an RHR of 50 bpm or less. They also observed that men with
RHR between 81 and 90 bpm were twice as likely to die as
those with 50 bpm.
Another study17, involving patients with COPD, also
confirmed the theory of the relationship between the lowest
RHR values and the longest life span. This investigation was
part of the well-known Copenhagen City Heart Study, which
prospectively analyzed data from 16.696 volunteers over 35.3
years ., In that study, 10.986 subjects died during the data
analysis period (Figure 2).
Furthermore, in that study,individuals who did not have
COPD were compared to those who had COPD. Patients
with COPD were allocated into three groups according to the
degree of disease severity, using the acronym GOLD (Global
Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease). The stages
range from value I (mildest) to value IV (most severe).
When comparing the RHR values within the group of
healthy individuals, those who had median values of ≤ 64bpm
during the long period of the study, lived five years longer
than those who had median values of 85bpm for RHR. These
same healthy individuals, with RHR median values of ≤
64bpm, lived 10.5 years longer than those who had COPD
with GOLD III and IV and low RHR values. When healthy
individuals with median values of ≤ 64bpm were compared
to those of COPD GOLD III and IV with median RHR values
greater than 85bpm, the difference was extremely relevant,
as patients with COPD lived 16.4 years less.
The evidence regarding negative influence of elevated
RHR on cardiovascular system and thus all-cause death is
constantly increasing17-19. A recent study from Aune et al.30
shows that an increase of 10bpm on RHR increases all-cause
mortality in 17%.
In 2018, Reimers et al.31 carried out one of the most
important studies with the aim of informing the types of
sports and physical exercises that would be most beneficial
in reducing RHR values and obtaining the benefits of greater
longevity.
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Figure 2. Median values of life expectancy in years by Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) stage and resting

heart rate (RHR).
Source: Adapted from Jensen et al.17.

They performed a systematic review and meta-analysis
for the identification of controlled trials dealing with the
effects of exercise or sports on the RHR in healthy subjects.
The literature search analyzed 191 studies from six databases
presenting 215 samples fitting the eligibility criteria. One
hundred and twenty-one trials examined the effects of
endurance training, 43 studies analyzed strength training,
15 combined endurance and strength training, 5 additional
school sport programs, 21 yoga, 5 tai chi, 3 qigong, and 2
studies evaluated unspecified types of sports. All types of
sports decreased the RHR.
However, only endurance training and yoga significantly
decreased the RHR in both sexes. These results reveal two
important things: a) aerobic exercises, not necessarily intense,
but performed for a long time, are the most effective in
reducing RHR; b) the association of physical exercise with
mind control is also essential for reducing RHR.
The physiologic effect of reducing RHR after a program of
physical exercise seems to be an increase in parasympathetic
tone32, especially in the case of yoga, lower sympathetic
activity33 and a decrease in intrinsic HR by mechanisms not
yet been fully understood31.
Therefore, the decrease of RHR through aerobic exercise
depends on a great number of factors, such as regularity,
intensity, people’s age and healthy or sick volunteers. For
example, to confirm what was commented above, we applied
12 sessions of aerobic exercises, performed three times a
week, in obese preadolescents34 and in young sedentary
Cardiorespir Physiother Crit Care Rehabil., 1:e42591

women35. The intensity of obese training was mild (calculated
at 65% of HRsubmax = 195 - age) during 40min a day of
training) and for heathy sedentary was moderate (65% of
HR max during 1h a day of training) in order to know if
RHR would decrease after the sessions and if this adaptation
would be modulated by the autonomic nervous system. Only
sedentary volunteers had a significant change in RHR and this
occurred due to the increase in cardiac parasympathetic tone,
verified through the analysis of heart rate variability (HRV).
For Bonaduce et al.36, a lower RHR can also be consequence
of various factors related to a training program, including
the increase of venous return and systolic volume. With the
improvement of the venous return, there is an increase in the
systolic volume, and according to Frank-Starling law, when
there is an increase in blood volume in its cavities, the heart
increases its contraction strength, resulting in cardiac output
maintenance with lower HR.
In general, these morpho-functional adaptations occur
mainly in individuals with better aerobic conditioning.
However, due to biological differences, including genetic
ones, it doesn’t have an exact time to happen, such as the
possible alterations in the cardiac autonomic controls.
Conclusion

Due to the importance and impact that this issue has caused,
it would be extremely relevant to create and apply protocols
for monitoring the population, in order to detect important
changes in the RHR. In this sense, all health professionals
5/8
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should pay attention to their patients’ RHR values so that
preventive measures are taken in order to preserve, to the
maximum, the health of the patient’s heart, providing them
with the possibility of having greater longevity.
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